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Abstract:

Flies are very annoying pests that are hard to get rid of unless you spend your time

hunting them down. However you can stop wasting your time by constructing easy to make

fly traps made of empty 2 liter soda bottles. However the problem is finding which bait

works the best at catching flies, which is what we will be finding out during this

experiment. After cutting off the top of all five of the 2 liter soda bottles with a boxcutter,

put in all the substances which are honey, soda, apple cider vinegar, water, and maple

syrup. After putting them in tape the top back on upside down. Then check for 14 days and

collect the data. The hypothesis that was given was that the apple cider vinegar fly trap will

catch the most fruit flies, because fruit flies are attracted to carbon dioxide that comes from

it. The conclusion determined that my hypothesis was correct and that apple cider vinegar

was the best at catching flies.



Introduction:

It is common to get annoyed by flies and try to get rid of them, and one thing people do to get rid
of them is by making homemade fly traps. However the problem lies when trying to find the
right bait to use. This experiment will try to find exactly that, between honey, apple cider
vinegar, soda (Dr.Pepper), soapy water, and maple syrup

Question:

Which substance between apple cider vinegar, honey, Dr.Pepper, soapy water, and maple syrup
will be the best bait to trap the most flies into a fly trap?

Hypothesis:

If I put apple cider vinegar in the fly trap then the trap will catch the most fruit flies because fruit
flies are attracted to carbon dioxide that comes from any type of organic material, like over
ripened fruit.

Variables:

❏ Independent Variable(s): Types of baits used
(Honey, Dr.Pepper, Apple Cider Vinegar, Maple Syrup, and Soapy Water)

❏ Dependent Variable(s): flies caught because of bait used
❏ Control: Soapy Water



Materials:

● 5 2L empty bottles
● A measurement tool of 1 cup
● Dawn Ultra Platinum 4x faster grease cleaning (Rain Scent)
● Valley Honey CO.
● Dr.Pepper Diet
● Apple Cider Vinegar (ACV)
● Tape
● Box Cutter
● Pen
● Tea Spoon
● Water

Procedure:

1. Get all your supply ready and have a adult present
2. Then for all the 2 liter bottles cup off the top where it’s about to go inwards with a box

cutter
3. Then remove the cap off the tops
4. Then label it with a tape and a pen for the substance you want in it
5. Then get your measurement for one cup and for each bottle put in two cups of each

substance
6. However for honey and maple syrup put in two cups of water and two teaspoons of each

substance, and for water put a teaspoon of soap in it
7. After that put the top on upside down and tape it from the rim
8. Then leave it in an open area for 2 weeks and gather the results



Data:

Day
1

Day
2

Day
3

Day
4

Day
5

Day
6

Day
7

Day
8

Day
9

Day
10

Day
11

Day
12

Day
13

Day
14

Hone
y 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 4 4 4

Mapl
e
Syru
p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 4

Wate
r 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Dr.Pe
pper 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 6

ACV 0 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 6 7 8 8

Results:



Conclusion:

Based on the result I have gathered I can conclude that my hypothesis was correct and that apple
cider vinegar was the best at catching flies, because of the aroma it gives off which is of overripe
fruit. However it also showed that Dr.Pepper also did good as well most likely because of it
being carbonated which also attracts flies. Another thing it showed was that water was the worst
type of bait to use, while honey and maple syrup was in the middle of good and bad bait.
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